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Constitutive modeling of geomaterials and soils are typically
described using the theory of elastoplasticity. Since these materials
exhibit pressure-sensitive behavior, it is important to include this
feature into the yield function employed in the constitutive equa-
tions. One of the most frequently adopted ways to accomplish this
is by the Drucker–Prager yield criterion. Its wide acceptance is
helped by its quite simple structure: the yield surface is repre-
sented with a cone in the principal stress space.
Another important aspect of modeling these materials is
related to the ﬂow rule. Experimental results indicate that the
behavior of these materials, in most cases, violates the associated
ﬂow rule (see e.g. Chen and Han (1988) and Ottosen and
Ristinmaa (2005)). Consequently, in order to more accurately pre-
dict the material characteristics, the direction of the plastic ﬂow
is determined using non-associative ﬂow rule with plastic poten-
tial. Furthermore, the Drucker–Prager elastoplastic model can be
extended by taking into account hardening, which can be
modeled with isotropic, kinematic or mixed (combined) harden-
ing rules, respectively.
Real elastoplastic problems are usually modeled as boundary-
value problems and typically solved using Finite Element
Method. This strategy requires the integration of the rate-form
constitutive equation at every integration point of all thell rights reserved.
ossa@mm.bme.hu (A. Kossa).elements. The global accuracy of the solution strongly depends
on the integration technique adopted in the calculations. One of
the possible categorizations of these integration schemes is to
separate them into numerical techniques and into exact schemes,
respectively.
The ﬁrst exact scheme for the Drucker–Prager elastoplastic
model was presented by Loret and Prevost (1986). They adopted
the analytical solution technique proposed by Krieg and Krieg
(1977) for the von Mises elastoplastic model without hardening.
The Krieg’s method based on the introduction of an angle between
the deviatoric strain rate and the deviatoric stress. This technique
has been adopted by others for different material models. For in-
stance, Szabó (2009) recently extended the method for von Mises
elastoplasticity with linear isotropic hardening, whereas Kossa
and Szabó (2009) presented the application of this technique for
the von Mises elastic–plastic model governed by combined linear
hardening. Complete numerical implementation of the latter was
published by Kossa and Szabó (2010). Liu (2004b) developed an
integration scheme based on exponential mapping for the
Drucker–Prager elastoplastic model, which can be regarded as an-
other way of obtaining an exact scheme. This method had already
been proposed earlier for the von Mises elastoplasticity model
(Auricchio and Beirão da Veiga, 2003; Liu, 2004a).
Besides analytical treatment of the solution, there are papers
treating the problem numerically. In the paper of Loret and Prevost
(1986), the authors derived two approximate methods, namely the
incremental tangent prediction with radial projection and the one-
step Euler integration techniques. Based on the work of Liu
(2004b), Rezaiee-Pajand and Nasirai (2008) and Rezaiee-Pajand
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involving the exponential maps for the solution of the associative
Drucker–Prager elastoplastic constitutive law. Genna and Pandolﬁ
(1994) demonstrated the application of a general two-step integra-
tion method assuming linear mixed hardening and associative ﬂow
rule, respectively. Based on the introduction of a bi-potential func-
tion, Hjiaj et al. (2003) derived an implicit scheme and also dis-
cussed the treatment of the apex in the non-associated case for
non-hardening material.
This article presents the exact stress integration of the Drucker–
Prager elastoplastic model with linear isotropic hardening using
non-associative ﬂow rule. The solution is derived for constant
strain-rate input in small strain plasticity theory. The method pre-
sented in this paper involves the technique proposed by Krieg and
Krieg (1977), namely, the introduction of the angle between the
stress deviator and the deviatoric strain tensor. Applying this tech-
nique, the stress solutions for an arbitrary strain input can be ex-
pressed as linear combinations of the inital stress and the strain
rate. In the paper of Loret and Prevost (1986), the authors also ap-
plied this technique and presented the stress solution, however,
they did not obtain the solution for the angle either in implicit or
in explicit form. Without having the complete solution, the fea-
tures of the model cannot be described completely. In this contri-
bution, we present the exact solution for the angle between the
stress deviator and the deviatoric strain using the incomplete beta
function. With this new result, some relevant issues corresponding
to the Drucker–Prager elastoplastic model can be clariﬁed includ-
ing the apex problem, as well. Besides the derivation of the general
stress solution, this article presents the particular solution for the
special case, when the deviatoric strain input is proportional to
the initial stress deviator. Since the yield criterion under investiga-
tion is singular at the apex, it is important to clarify the stress solu-
tion for the case, when the initial stress state is located at the apex.
Using the Koiter’s ﬂow rule theory, we present the exact stress
solution for this special case. Furthermore, we have constituted a
condition by which, one can check whether the strain input pro-
duces stress path to, or through, the apex. The time-continuous
stress solution we have derived, can be easily converted to discret-
ized form. The complete stress update algorithm corresponding to
a discretized solutions is also included. In addition, the explicit
expression of the corresponding consistent tangent tensor is also
provided.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the constitu-
tive relation of the non-associative Drucker–Prager elastoplastic
model with linear isotropic hardening is brieﬂy summarized.
Then, in Section 3, an exact stress integration of the rate
constitutive equations with the constant strain rate assumption
is presented. This Section contains also the stress solution corre-
sponding to the apex case. In Section 4, based on this analytical
solution, the complete stress updating algorithm is discussed.
Section 5 presents the explicit expression of the consistent tan-
gent tensor. Finally, Section 6 investigates two numerical test
examples, in order to present the main features of the proposed
exact solution. In addition, in Section 6, the analytical strain
solution for the stress-driven case is also presented assuming
constant stress rate input.
Regarding notations, tensors are denoted by bold-face charac-
ters, the order of which is indicated in the surrounding text. The
tensor product is denoted by , and the following symbolic opera-
tions apply: a : b = aijbij, and ðC : aÞij ¼ Cijklakl, with summation over
repeated indices. The symbol kak ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃa : ap is used to denote a norm
of a second order symmetric tensor a. The superposed dot denotes
the material time derivative or rate, the superscript 1 denotes the
inverse, and the preﬁx tr indicates the trace. Furthermore, the sec-
ond-order and the fourth-order identity tensors are denoted by d
and I , respectively.2. Constitutive relations for the non-associative Drucker–Prager
model with linear isotropic hardening
In this section, the Drucker–Prager elastic–plastic constitutive
equations with linear isotropic hardening are brieﬂy reviewed. This
outline follows the treatments of Loret and Prevost (1986), Chen
and Han (1988), Genna and Pandolﬁ (1994) and Lubarda et al.
(1996).
The rate of change of the strain measure is decomposed addi-
tively into an elastic and a plastic contribution, namely
_e ¼ _ee þ _ep ð1Þ
and, for the case of linear elasticity, the stress rate tensor is related
to the elastic strain rate as
_r ¼ De : _ee; ð2Þ
where De is the fourth-order elasticity tensor. In what follows, lin-
ear isotropic elasticity is assumed, so that
De ¼ 2GT þ Kd d; ð3Þ
where T ¼ I  13 d d is the fourth-order deviatoric operator ten-
sor, and G and K are the shear and bulk moduli, respectively.
The stress and the strain rate tensors can be separated into
deviatoric and hydrostatic parts as
r ¼ sþ pd ð4Þ
and
_e ¼ _eþ 1
3
tr _ed; ð5Þ
where s ¼ T : r denotes the deviatoric stress, p ¼ 13 trr is the pres-
sure, and _e ¼ T : _e stands for the deviatoric strain rate.
The yield condition for the Drucker–Prager model is deﬁned by
f ðr; cÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Rþ 3ap kðcÞ 6 0; ð6Þ
where R = ksk is used for simplicity, a is a material constant, and the
parameter k(c) deﬁnes the size of the yield surface and is taken as a
function of the scalar plastic state variable c. In the case of isotrop-
ically hardening material, the function k(c), using a similar deﬁni-
tion considered by Genna and Pandolﬁ (1994), is deﬁned as
kðcÞ ¼ k0 þHc; ð7Þ
where k0 is a constant material parameter may which be related to
the cohesion, c and the friction angle, / (see, for example, Chen and
Mizuno (1990), p. 148, Table 4.5), and H is a constant hardening
modulus.
The plastic potential, similar to the yield function, deﬁned by
the expression
gðrÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Rþ 3bp; ð8Þ
where b is an additional material constant.
The non-associated ﬂow rule for the plastic strain rate tensor,
using (8), is given by
_ep ¼ _kP; ð9Þ
where _k is the plastic multiplier, and P denotes the gradient of the
plastic potential function (8):
P ¼ @g
@r
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
R
sþ bd: ð10Þ
Here we assume that the scalar plastic state variable c is deﬁned by
the path integral of the plastic multiplier as
c ¼
Z t
_kdt: ð11Þ
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of the equivalent plastic strain can be found in Appendix A.
The loading/unloading conditions can be expressed in the
Kuhn–Tucker form as
_kP 0; f ðr; cÞ 6 0; _kf ðr; cÞ ¼ 0: ð12Þ
The plastic multiplier _k; using the plastic consistency condition
_f ¼ 0; and Eqs. (1)–(11), can be expressed in the form
_k ¼ 1
h
Q : De : _e  1
h
2Gﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
R
s : _eþ 3Katr _e
 
; ð13Þ
where the relation
h ¼ Q : De : P þH ¼ Gþ 9KabþH ð14Þ
is used. In (13), Q, the gradient of the yield surface, is expressed as
Q ¼ @f
@r
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
R
sþ a d: ð15Þ
The elastic–plastic constitutive relation, combining (1), (2), (9) and
(13), can be deﬁned by
_r ¼ Dep : _e; ð16Þ
in which
Dep ¼ De  1
h
De : P  Q : De ð17Þ
is the fourth-order elastic–plastic continuum tangent modulus
tensor.
Finally, the elastoplastic constitutive relations (16), can be sep-
arated into deviatoric and hydrostatic parts, as
_s ¼ 2G _e 2G
2
hR2
s s : _eþ 3KRatr _eﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
G
 
ð18Þ
and
_p ¼ Ktr _e 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
bKG
hR
s : _eþ 3KRatr _eﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
G
 
: ð19Þ(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Variation of parameters a, b and V.3. A new exact integration method with constant strain rate
assumption
3.1. Governing equations
In this section, we consider the time integration of the constitu-
tive equations, (18) and (19) with the constant strain rate
assumption.
Let [tn,T] be the time interval, over which integrations of (18)
and (19) are performed. We assume that the solution is known
at the initial state, t = tn, and we consider the strain history
eðtÞ ¼ t _e; t 2 ½tn; T with _e to be held constant.
Deﬁne the following inner product:
s : _e ¼ kskk _ek cosw; ð20Þ
wherew is deﬁned, according to Krieg and Krieg (1977), as the angle
between the deviatoric stress tensor and the deviatoric strain rate
tensor.
Taking the double dot product of the constitutive relation (18)
with _e and then, combining it with (19) and (20), we can obtain
the following system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations:
_w ¼ 2Gk _ek
R
sinw; ð21Þ
_R ¼ 2Gk _ek½a b ðaþ bÞ cosw; ð22Þ
_p ¼ Ktr _eþ 3Kb
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
k _ek½a b ðaþ bþ 1Þ cosw; ð23Þwhere
a ¼ G
2h
ð1 VÞ  1
2
; b ¼ G
2h
ð1þ VÞ  1
2
ð24Þ
and
V ¼ 3Katr _eﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Gk _ek : ð25Þ
The parameter V deﬁned above characterizes the ratio of the dilata-
tional and deviatoric deformations. The initial conditions of the sys-
tem of nonlinear ODEs are given as w(tn) = wn, R(tn) = Rn and
p(tn) = pn, respectively.
3.2. Discussion on the parameters a, b and V
In this section, the three main parameters a, b and V are inves-
tigated, and the ranges of these parameter are deﬁned. The solu-
tion of the system of nonlinear ODEs (21)–(23) is obtained using
the plastic process. The plastic loading condition, _k > 0, via (13),
gives
G
h
ðV þ coswÞ > 0; ð26Þ
(see Loret and Prevost (1986)). For purely hydrostatic loading, i.e.
_e ¼ 0, the plastic loading condition reduces to tr _e > 0. Because the
parameter Gh is restricted such that 0 <
G
h < 1, and the angles w
and wn are given in the interval [0,p] and w 6 wn, the condition
(26) implies that V > 1. Thus, according to (24), the parameters a
and b are restricted to a < 12 and b >  12. Using the expressions in
(24), the variation of parameters a, b and V with respect to param-
eters Gh and Vare shown in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, one can easily show that the conditions a > 0 and
b > 0 cannot be satisﬁed, therefore, only the following three regions
are considered: (aP 0 and b < 0), (a < 0 and b 6 0) and (a < 0 and
b > 0). These regions, with condition (26) are illustrated in
Fig. 2d. Fig. 2a and c shows the regions of parameters Gh and V as
functions of wn (the initial value of angle w) for _k > 0.
Using the expression in (24), the parameters Gh and V can be
eliminated from (26). Consequently the condition _k > 0 can be
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 2. Regions, where _k > 0.
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of _re and the angles wn and #.
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respectively. Fig. 2b and d illustrates the regions where _k > 0 is
satisﬁed.
3.3. Solution in the general case
3.3.1. Solution of the system of nonlinear ODEs (21)–(23)
Suppose that the initial stress state rn at tn is plastic, then the
stress point lies on the cone surface deﬁned by the Drucker–Prager
yield function, given in (6). In addition, deﬁne the elastic (or trial)
stress rate as
_re ¼ De : _e ¼ 2G _eþ Ktr _ed; ð27Þ
which is constant under the given loading step. These tensors, in the
principal stress space, may be represented by vectors. This situation
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3 for a general case. Besides the
deviatoric plane corresponding to rn, the tangent plane is also pre-
sented. Furthermore, Qn denotes the yield surface gradient at the
nth state, whereas #measures the angle between _re and Qn. The an-
gle wn is deﬁned between the deviatoric strain increment and the
deviatoric stress sn according to (20).
In a general loading case, wn– 0 or wn– p, and the input vector
associated to _re is located outside of the plane spanned by sn and
Qn (see Fig. 3). The solution of the system of nonlinear ODEs de-
ﬁned by (21)–(23) means that, for given initial state (en,rn) and
strain history, eðtÞ ¼ t _e with constant _e, we ﬁnd the functions
w(t), R(t), p(t) for each instant t 2 [tn,T]. Then, the time function
of the deviatoric stress, using the method proposed by Krieg andKrieg (1977) and also used by Loret and Prevost (1986), can be de-
ﬁned by the linear combination of the deviatoric stress, sn, and the
deviatoric strain rate _e as
sðtÞ ¼ Csn þ D _e; ð28Þ
where the parameters C and D are functions of Rn, wn, w(t) and R(t).
Finally, the total stress, using the deviatoric stress, s(t) and pressure,
p(t), can be calculated as follows
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The stress path, in general, is a nonlinear function of time as it is
shown in Fig. 4. Since a is constant for a given material, it follows
that the initial and the subsequent yield surfaces have the same
shapes in the stress space. The only difference between these cones
is that the apex point moves on the hydrostatic axis.
In this case, the solution of the system of the nonlinear ODEs de-
ﬁned by (21) and (22) can be obtained using the following main
steps.
Step 1. First, the parameter R as the function of w has to be deter-
mined. Using Eqs. (21) and (22) with the relationship
_R ¼ ðdR=dwÞ _w, we obtainFig. 4. Schematic illustration of the stress solution.Z R
Rn
dR
R
¼
Z w
wn
b
cos 12w
sin 12w
 a sin
1
2w
cos 12w
 !
dw: ð30Þ
Integrating (30) yields the solution
RðwÞ ¼ Rn
sin 12w
sin 12wn
 !2b
cos 12w
cos 12wn
 !2a
: ð31Þ
Because the angles w and wn are given in the interval [0,p]
and wnP w, the values sin 12w
 
= sin 12wn
 
and cos 12w
 
=
cos 12wn
 
in (31) are always positive.
Step 2. To compute the function w(t), we need to integrate (21)
with respect to time. Substituting (31) into (21), we obtain4Gk _ek
Rn sin
2b 1
2wn cos
2a 1
2wn
¼ sin1
2
w
 2b1
cos
1
2
w
 2a1 dw
dt
;
ð32Þ
which was previously presented in a slightly different form
by Loret and Prevost (1986). Then, integrating Eq. (32) over
the time interval [tn, t] with initial condition w(tn) = wn, we
get
4Gk _ekðttnÞ
Rnsin
2b 1
2wncos
2a 1
2wn
¼B cos2 1
2
w;a;b
 
B cos2 1
2
wn;a;b
 
:
ð33Þ
Here, B[x,a,b] is the incomplete beta function deﬁned by
the expression (see e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun (1968)
and Spanier and Oldham (1987))Z x
B½x; a; b ¼
0
sa1ð1 sÞb1ds; 0 6 x < 1: ð34Þ
The angle w(t), using Eq. (33), is determined byﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃq
wðtÞ ¼ 2 cos1 B1½z; a; b; ð35Þ
where B1[z,a,b] is the inverse of the incomplete beta func-
tion, and  
z ¼ 4Gk _ekðt  tnÞ
Rn sin
2b 1
2wn cos
2a 1
2wn
þ B cos2 1
2
wn; a; b : ð36Þ
The deviatoric stress tensor, can be determined by a linear
combination of the deviatoric stress, sn, and deviatoric
strain, _e, rate as   
sðtÞ ¼ R sinw
Rn sinwn
sn þ R sinðwn  wÞk _ek sinwn
_e: ð37ÞRemark 1. The result deﬁned by (35) may indeed be useful in
computer environments where internal representation of the
inverse incomplete beta function is available. However, it should
be noted that a closed-form expression for the inverse incomplete
beta function does not exist, therefore, it is obvious by observing
the Eq. (33) that an explicit expression for w for a given time, t,
cannot be determined. To overcome this drawback, (33) can be
easily solved for the angle w by an appropriate iterative method
such as the Newton’s, or the bisection method, if the incomplete
beta function is available (e.g. MATHEMATICA, MATLAB). More-
over, an alternative method to solve (33) forw is based on the work
of Dominici (2003). This method gives an algorithm to compute the
series expansion of the inverse of the incomplete beta function,
which was demonstrated by Szabó (2009) and Kossa and Szabó
(2010) to the von Mises plasticity model.
Remark 2. The incomplete beta function is deﬁned for positive
parameters a, b > 0. However, its deﬁnition can be extended, by
regularization, to negative non-integer values of a and b (see
Gel’fand and Shilov (1964)). In addition, when the parameter a
equals to zero or negative integer, the incomplete beta function
has a singularity. The incomplete beta function, using the method
proposed by Özçag et al. (2008) and Özçag (2010), can also be
extended for zero or negative integer values of a. The modiﬁed
form of Eq. (33) to these special cases can be found in Appendix B.Step 3. In the last step of the solution method, the time function of
pressure is determined. Combining (22) and (23), we
arrive at the following equation for the rate of the
pressure:_p ¼ Ktr _e 3Kb
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
2Gðaþ bÞ ½ða bÞ2Gk _ek  ðaþ bþ 1Þ
_R: ð38ÞThen, integrating (38) yields the solutionﬃﬃﬃp
pðtÞ ¼ pn þ Ktr _eðt  tnÞ 
3Kb 2
2Gðaþ bÞ ½ða bÞ2Gk _ekðt  tnÞ
 ðaþ bþ 1ÞðR RnÞ: ð39Þ
We note that the solution presented above can also be used
when the strain rate is fully deviatoric. In this case the
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a = b) and the input vector _re is located in the deviatoric
plane as shown in Fig. 3.3.3.2. Discussion on limit values of angle w
The incomplete beta function B cos2 12w; a; b
	 

appearing in (33)
has different limit properties depending on the values of parame-
ters a and b, respectively. Three regions can be distinguished,
which are discussed in more detail in the following.
In a plastic loading step, when a > 0, b < 0 and the angle w(t)
tends to zero, in the solution (33) the incomplete beta function
tends to inﬁnity, namely
lim
w!0þ
B cos2
1
2
w; a; b
 
¼ þ1 ð40Þ
and, when the angle w(t) tends to p, then
lim
w!p
B cos2
1
2
w; a; b
 
¼ 0: ð41Þ
When a < 0, b < 0 and the angle w(t) tends to zero or p the incom-
plete beta function tends to inﬁnity:
lim
w!0þ
B cos2
1
2
w; a; b
 
¼ þ1; ð42Þ
lim
w!p
B cos2
1
2
w; a; b
 
¼ 1: ð43Þ
Finally, when a < 0, b > 0 and the angle w(t) tends to zero, then
lim
w!0þ
B cos2
1
2
w; a; b
 
¼ B½a; b; ð44Þ
where B[a,b] is the complete beta function (see in Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1968), and, when the angle w(t) tends to p, thenFig. 5. Discussion of the limit plim
w!p
B cos2
1
2
w; a; b
 
¼ 1: ð45Þ
The results presented above are illustrated in Fig. 5.
Remark 3. For the case, when b < 0 and w? 0+ (or a < 0 and
w? p), the solution of the radius R in (31) tends to inﬁnity.
However, from (40) and (42) it is apparent that w(t) = 0 (or
w(t) = p) cannot be reached for ﬁnite time tP tn. Consequently, for
large time increment, although, the value of w may becomes very
small, or very close to 0 (or close to p), the value of R remains ﬁnite.Remark 4. When a < 0 and b > 0, then the stress solution can reach
the apex point. At the limit case z = B[a,b], which yields that
w(t) = 0 as it is illustrated in Fig. 5. It follows from (31) that R = 0
for this case. For a given time step, if z > B[a,b], the increment
has to be divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part, caDe, corresponds
to the stress solution from the nth state to the apex, whereas the
second one, (1  ca) De, produces plastic loading beyond the apex
point. The parameter ca is computed from (33) asca ¼
Rn sin
2b 1
2wn cos
2a 1
2wn B½a; b  B cos2 12wn; a; b
	 
 
4Gk _ekðt  tnÞ : ð46Þ3.4. Solutions in special cases
3.4.1. Deviatoric radial loading
When the strain input implies that wn = 0 or wn = p or k _ek ¼ 0,
then the loading is termed as deviatoric radial loading. In this case,
the input vector _re is located in the plane spanned by sn and the
gradient of the yield function, Qn. This case is illustrated in Fig. 6.roperties of B cos2 12w; a; b
	 

.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Illustration of the deviatoric radial loading case.
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(22) and (23), can easily be expressed as
RðtÞ ¼ Rn  6GKaﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
h
tr _eðt  tnÞ þ q2Gk _ekðt  tnÞ 1 Gh
 
ð47Þ
and
pðtÞ ¼ pn þ Ktr _eðt  tnÞ 1
9Kab
h
 
þ q3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
GKb
h
k _ekðt  tnÞ; ð48Þ
where
q ¼
1 if wn ¼ 0;
1 if wn ¼ p;
0 if k _ek ¼ 0:
8><
>: ð49Þ
Moreover, the stress deviator is proportional to sn, thus
sðtÞ ¼ RðtÞ
Rn
sn: ð50Þ
Finally, we note that the solution presented above can be used
when _re is proportional to the gradient of the yield surface. In this
case, the initial angle wn = 0 and the proportionality condition
yields that 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
aGk _ek ¼ 3Ktr _e, thus V = 2a2.
Remark 5. When the value of R(t) in Eq. (47) becomes negative,
then the stress path moves trough the apex of the cone. In this case
the time increment has to be divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part
is ca(t  tn), where the parameter ca is computed from (47) asca ¼ Rn6GKaﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
h
tr _eðt  tnÞ þ q2Gk _ekðt  tnÞ Gh  1
  : ð51Þ
The stress solution corresponding to the second part, using the time
increment (1  ca)(t  tn), can be calculated by according to the der-
ivations presented in the next section.3.4.2. Solution at the apex
The solution algorithm derived above fails at the apex, where
the yield surface has a singularity point. Therefore, an alternative
solution strategy has to be involved. In the context of yield surfaces
with singularities, e.g. corners and apex, several methods have al-
ready been proposed, such as those of Genna and Pandolﬁ (1994),
de Borst (1987), Simo and Hughes (1998), Hofstetter and Taylor
(1991), Hjiaj et al. (2003) and de Souza Neto et al. (2009), for
instance.
In the following, we consider the case, when the inital state is
located at the apex (sn = 0 and p(tn) = pa).
Following the work of Hofstetter and Taylor (1991) we intro-
duce in this case the following yield and plastic potential functions,
respectively
f2ðr; cÞ ¼ 3ap kðcÞ 6 0; g2ðrÞ ¼ 3bp: ð52Þ
Then, using the Koiter’s ﬂow rule theory (Koiter (1953)), the plastic
strain rate tensor is deﬁned by the sum
_ep ¼
X2
i¼1
_kiPi; ð53Þ
where P1 is the gradient given by (10), whereas P2 is the gradient of
g2, which has the form P2 = bd. Here, the plastic multipliers ki for
i = 1, 2, satisfy the following Kuhn–Tucker loading–unloading
conditions:
_ki P 0; f iðr; cÞ 6 0; _kifiðr; cÞ ¼ 0: ð54Þ
We assume that the rate of the scalar plastic state variable, _cmay be
expressed as the sum of the plastic multipliers _ki, and, for simplicity,
the same hardening rule is considered in the yield functions f1 = f
and f2, respectively. Thus, the hardening law is given by
_k ¼ @kðcÞ
@c
_c ¼ Hð _k1 þ _k2Þ: ð55Þ
From the consistency conditions _f 1 ¼ 0 and _f 2 ¼ 0, the plastic mul-
tipliers can be determined as
_k1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
k _ek; _k2 ¼ 3Kah G tr _e
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
k _ek: ð56Þ
Thus, the corresponding system of differential equations is given as
_s ¼ 2G _e _k1
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
G
s
R
¼ 2G _e k _ek s
R
 
; ð57Þ
_p ¼ Ktr _e 3Kbð _k1 þ _k2Þ ¼ K 1 9Kabh G
 
tr _e: ð58Þ
Integrating (57) and (58) with the initial condition sn = 0 and
p(tn) = pa, yield the solutions
RðtÞ ¼ 0; sðtÞ ¼ 0; pðtÞ ¼ pa þ K 1
9Kab
h G
 
tr _eðt  tnÞ: ð59Þ
The stress solutions derived above are valid until _ki > 0. Because
_k1 > 0 always hold, this requirement is satisﬁed when _k2 > 0;which
yields
3Kaﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
h Gð Þ >
k _ek
tr _e
: ð60Þ
Here, we suppose that tr _e > 0, otherwise _k2 < 0. For a given strain
input, when the condition (60) is satisﬁed, according to the solu-
tions (59), the stress solution is purely hydrostatic, and the new
stress state is located at a new apex point. Otherwise, when condi-
tion (60) is not satisﬁed, the solution for R(t) and p(t) can be calcu-
lated according to the Eqs. (47) and (48) with Rn = 0 and using the
negative sign. Furthermore, in (50) the unit direction sn/Rn has to
be replaced with _e=k _ek.
Fig. 7. Various scenarios for the stress update procedure.
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The semi-analytical integration method derived in the preced-
ing section gives the exact stress response when the strain rate is
constant. This assumption is widely accepted in the displacement
based ﬁnite element application. In this section, we present the
stress updating procedure based on the new integration method
introduced in this paper.
Within a typical time increment Dt = tn+1  tn, it is assumed that
at time tn the strain, en, the stress, rn, and the parameter kn are
known with the given material parameters (G,K,a,b,h). The main
goal of the procedure presented below is to determine the stress
at time tn+1 for a given strain increment, De ¼ Dt _e. For this reason,
ﬁrst the trial stress state is introduced by assuming that the strain
increment produces purely elastic deformation. Thus we have
rtrial ¼ rn þDe : De ¼ rn þ Drtrial ¼ strial þ ptriald; ð61Þ
where
Drtrial ¼ Dt _re ¼ 2GDeþ KtrDed ð62Þ
and
strial ¼ sn þ 2GDe; ptrial ¼ pn þ KtrDe: ð63Þ
The yield conditions at the beginning of the increment and at the
trial state are deﬁned as
fn ¼ f ðrn; knÞ; f trial ¼ f ðrtrial; knÞ: ð64Þ
Depending on the nth state and on the direction of the trial stress
increment Drtrial various scenarios can happen. These can be cate-
gorized into ﬁve different cases (Case A–Case E), and they are thor-
oughly discussed in the following paragraphs and illustrated in
Fig. 7.
Case A: Both the nth state and the trial state are located in the
elastic domain, (fn < 0 and ftrial 6 0), therefore the stress
increment is purely elastic. In this case the new stress
state is simply rn+1 = rtrial.
Case B: When, the stress state at time tn is plastic (fn = 0) and the
trial stress implies that ftrial > 0, then, the new stress
state becomes also plastic. The loading is plastic only
in case of 0 6 # < p/2, where # measures the angle
between the initial yield surface gradient Qn and the
trial stress increment according tocos# ¼ Drtrial : Q nkDrtrialkkQ nk
: ð65Þ
In this case, ﬁrst, the initial parameters are calculated asV ¼ 3KatrDeﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
GkDek ; a ¼
G
2h
ð1 VÞ  1
2
; b ¼ G
2h
ð1þ VÞ  1
2
ð66Þ
andcoswn ¼
sn : De
RnkDek : ð67Þ
Then, using Eq. (33), the angle wn+1 is determined:ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃq
wnþ1 ¼ 2 cos1 B1½z; a; b; ð68Þ
where  
z ¼ 4GkDek
Rn sin
2b 1
2wn cos
2a 1
2wn
þ B cos2 1
2
wn; a; b : ð69Þ
Note that, when the parameters a and b have a special
values (for example, a = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , and b = 0 or
b = 1) then the incomplete beta function is calculated
according to Appendix B.
With the solution of the ﬁnal angle wn+1 in hand, the
norm of the deviatoric stress at the new stress state,
the pressure and the deviatoric stress can be calculated
as  !  !
Rnþ1¼Rn
sin12wnþ1
sin12wn
2b
cos12wnþ1
cos12wn
2a
; ð70Þ
pnþ1¼ pnþK 1þ
9Kab
Gh
 
trDeþ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
bK
2ðGhÞðRnþ1RnÞ; ð71Þ
snþ1 ¼ Rnþ1 sinwnþ1Rn sinwn
 
snþ Rnþ1 sinðwnwnþ1ÞkDeksinwn
 
De: ð72Þ
Finally, the new total stress is expressed asrnþ1 ¼ snþ1 þ pnþ1d: ð73Þ
For the case, when the increment produces deviatoric
radial loading (see Section 3.4.1), then the stress update
formulas, according to (47)–(50), are simpliﬁed to  
snþ1 ¼ 1 6GKaﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Rnh
trDeþ q2GkDek
Rn
1 G
h
sn ð74Þ
and   ﬃﬃﬃp
pnþ1 ¼ pn þ KtrDe 1
9Kab
h
 q3 2GKb
h
kDek: ð75ÞCase C: The increment starts from the elastic region and ends in
a plastic state, (fn < 0 and ftrial > 0). Therefore, the whole
increment is divided into purely elastic and plastic parts.
In this case, ﬁrst the contact stress state, rc = sc + pcd has
to be calculated.
The contact point at which the stress just reaches the
yield surface is obtained from the yield conditionf ðrc; knÞ ¼ 0; ð76Þ
wheresc ¼ sn þ c2GDe; pc ¼ pn þ cKtrDe: ð77Þ
The parameter c, which describes the share of the elastic
part in the total amount of the increment, is obtained by
solving a quadratic equation based on (76):
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rTable 1
Possible loadi
fn < 0
fn = 0c ¼
Rn coswn þ VAn  Rn coswn þ VAnð Þ2  A2n  R2n ðV2  1Þ
2GkDekðV2  1Þ ;
ð78Þ
where An ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ðkn  3apnÞ. After the contact point has
been computed, the stress update formulas derived for
Case B are used with rc as initial stress state, and with
the modiﬁed strain increment (1  c)De.
In the followings, some special cases are clariﬁed. If the
strain increment is purely hydrostatic, i.e. kDek = 0,
thenc ¼ An  Rn
3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
aKtrDe
: ð79Þ
In the case, when V = 1 and kDek– 0, the parameter c
can be expressed byc ¼ A
2
n  R2n
4GkDekðRn coswn þ AnÞ
: ð80Þ
When the initial state is stress-free (rn = 0) thenc ¼ knﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
GkDek þ 3aKtrDe : ð81ÞCase D: In this case, the initial stress state at time tn is plastic
(fn = 0) as in Case B, but here, the trial stress increment
intersects the yield surface, i.e. #P p/2, and ends out-
side of it (ftrial > 0). This yields that elastic unloading
comes prior to plastic loading, namely, there is a transi-
tion from the plastic to plastic state through the elastic
region. The stress update formulas are identical to those
in Case C. The strain increment is divided into a purely
elastic part, cDe, and an elastic–plastic part, (1  c)De,
where the factor c can be calculated according to (76):c ¼ Rnðcoswn þ VÞ
GkDekðV2  1Þ : ð82Þ
If V = 1, then only the direction corresponding to # = p/
2 can yield this type of increment. In this case, the con-
tact point is at the apex. For this particular case, the elas-
tic stress path lies on the yield surface, and the
parameter c reduces toc ¼ Rn
2GkDek : ð83Þ
A purely hydrostatic increment, i.e. kDek = 0 cannot hap-
pen in this case. Beyond the contact point, the stress up-
date formulas derived for Case B are used, where rc is
given as the initial stress state, and the strain increment
equals to (1  c)De.Case E: The nth state lies on the yield surface and the trial state
is located in the elastic domain, (fn = 0 and ftrial 6 0).
Therefore the increment produces elastic unloading. In
this case, the new stress state can be calculated accord-
ing to Case A.
The loading cases discussed above are summarized in
Table 1.ng cases.
ftrial 6 0 ftrial > 0
Case A Case C
Case E # < p/2: Case B
#P p/2: Case D4.1. Stress updating at the Apex
For the cases Case B, Case C and Case D, it is possible that the
increment reaches the apex. In the following, we restrict ourselves
only to Case B, because for Case C and Case D, the same formulas
can be applied if we consider the stress state corresponding to the
contact point to be the initial state in Case B.
This situation can happen when the parameters a < 0 and b > 0,
and, in addition, z > B[a, b]. In this case the strain increment has to
be divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part is caDe, whereas the second
one is (1  ca)De. The parameter ca is computed from the discret-
ized counterpart of (46). At the apex, Ra = 0 and sa = 0, whereas
the pressure pa associated to the ﬁrst part of strain increment is
calculated from (71) as
pa ¼ pn þ K 1
9Kab
h G
 
catrDeþ 3KbRnﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
h Gð Þ : ð84Þ
The apex point can be also reached in the case of deviatoric radial
loading, for which, the parameter ca is computed according to the
discretized form of (51). Starting from the apex, using the second
part of the strain increment, (1  ca)De, two situations can happen.
The stress update formulas for these cases are the discretized coun-
terparts of those derived in Section 3.4.2. If the discretized form of
(60) is satisﬁed, then the stress state remains at the apex and the
stress update formulas have the forms
snþ1 ¼ 0; pnþ1 ¼ pn þ K 1
9Kab
h G
 
1 cað ÞtrDe: ð85Þ
Otherwise, the new stress state will lie on the smooth portion of the
yield surface according to the solutions
snþ1 ¼ 2G 1 Gh ðV þ 1Þ
 
ð1 caÞDe ð86Þ
and
pnþ1 ¼ pn þ K 1
9Kab
h
 
ð1 caÞtrDe 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
KGb
h
ð1 caÞkDek:
ð87Þ5. Consistent tangent tensor
In order to obtain quadratic convergence in the solution of an
elastoplastic boundary value problem using Finite Element Meth-
od, it is a crucial step to derive the algorithmically consistent tan-
gent tensor (Simo and Hughes, 1998). This fourth-order tensor can
be found by computing the derivative of the updated stress rn+1
with respect to the ﬁnal strain en+1. For this reason, the derivatives
of all the internal variables appearing in the corresponding stress
update procedure have to be evaluated. For this model under con-
sideration, all these derivatives can be obtained analytically. There-
fore, the consistent tangent tensor can be written in an explicit
expression. The deﬁnition for the consistent tangent modulus is
based on
drnþ1 ¼ @rnþ1
@enþ1
: denþ1 ¼ Dcons : denþ1; ð88Þ
Dcons ¼ @rnþ1
@enþ1
¼ @snþ1
@De
þ @pnþ1
@De
: ð89Þ
The most complicated case during the stress update procedure,
when the initial stress state is located in the elastic domain,
whereas the updated stress solution at the end of the increment
is in a plastic state, i.e. elastic–plastic transition occurs. In this case,
the updated stress state can lie on the smooth portion of the yield
surface or it is located at the apex, as it is illustrated in Fig. 8.
Furthermore, one special scenario, when the initial stress state is
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Illustration of the stress update procedure, when the nth state is located in the elastic domain. (a) The updated stress state lies on the smooth portion of the updated
yield surface; (b) the apex has been reached during the increment.
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tensor for all these cases are given in the following paragraphs.
5.1. General loading case
First, the case when the stress solution does not reach the apex
is considered. In general loading case, the derivatives of the stress
update formulas (71) and (72) have to be computed using the
modiﬁed strain increment (1  c)De. After obtaining these
quantities, the consistent tangent tensor can be written in the
sum of the following dyads:
Dcons ¼ a1sc  sc þ a2sc  Deþ a3sc  dþ a4De sc þ a5De De
þ a6De dþ a7d sc þ a8d Deþ a9d dþ a10T ; ð90Þ
wherea1 ¼ S1m1 
C1
m2
þ D1
m3
m4
Rc
; ð91Þ
a2 ¼ S2m1 
C2
m2
þ D2
m3
; ð92Þ
a3 ¼ S3m1 
C3
m2
þ D3
m3
m4kDek coswc
trDe
; ð93Þ
a4 ¼ S1m5 þ
D1
m6
þ C1
m7
þ m8
RckDek ;
a5 ¼ S2m5 þ
D2
m6
þ C2
m7
 Bsð1 cÞ
kDek2
; ð94Þ
a6 ¼ S3m5 þ
D3
m6
þ C3
m7
þm8V
trDe
: ð95Þ
a7 ¼ S1m9 ; a8 ¼
S2
m9
; a9 ¼ S3m9 þ K 1
9Kab
h G
 
; ð96Þ
a10 ¼ ð1 cÞBs þ 2cGAs; ð97Þ
m1 ¼ Rnþ1As ; m2 ¼
tanwc
As
; m3 ¼ Rc sinwcRnþ1 coswnþ1
; ð98Þ
m4 ¼ 2GcVAsRcðV þ coswcÞ
; m5 ¼ Rnþ1Bsð1 cÞ ; m6 ¼
tanðwnþ1  wcÞ
Bsð1 cÞ ;
ð99Þ
m7 ¼ kDek sin
2 wc ; m8 ¼ cðBs  2GAsÞ m9 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ðG hÞ
: ð100Þ
Rnþ1 sinwnþ1 ðcoswc þ VÞ 3KbThe additional parameters appearing in expressions (91)–(100) are
given in Appendix C.1.1, where the detailed derivation steps are also
provided.
In the special case, when the apex has been reached, then the
consistent tangent tensor reduces to the simpler form (see Appen-
dix C.1.2 for more details)Dcons ¼ K 1 9Kab
h G
 
d d: ð101Þ5.2. Deviatoric radial loading
Similar to the general loading case, ﬁrst the case when the
stress path does not reach the apex is considered. If the increment
produces deviatoric radial loading then the stress update formulas
(74) and (75) have to be involved using the modiﬁed strain incre-
ment (1  c)De. For this loading case, the consistent tangent tensor
has the form
Dcons ¼ a1sc  sc þ a2sc  Deþ a3sc  dþ a4De sc þ a5De d
þ a6d sc þ a7d Deþ a8d dþ a9T ; ð102Þ
where
a1 ¼ 2Gc
R2c
1 G
h
 
 2GcRnþ1V
R3c ðV þ qÞ
; a2 ¼ 2Gqð1 cÞðh GÞhRckDek ; ð103Þ
a3 ¼ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Ka
Rc
cq
V þ q
Rnþ1
Rc
 G
h
 
; a4 ¼  2GcRnþ1
R2c kDekðV þ qÞ
; ð104Þ
a5 ¼  2GcVRnþ1RctrDeðV þ qÞ ; a6 ¼
3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
KGbc
hRc
; ð105Þ
a7 ¼ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
GKbqð1 cÞ
kDekh ; a8 ¼
Kðh 9KabÞ
h
; a9 ¼ 2GcRnþ1Rc :
ð106Þ
The detailed derivation steps of parameters (103)–(106) are given in
Appendix C.2.1.
According to the discussion given in Appendix C.2.2, the consis-
tent tangent tensor for the case, when the apex of the yield surface
has been reached, equals to expression (101) derived for the gen-
eral loading case.
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Here, the case, when the initial state is located at the apex is
investigated. If the discretized form of (60) is satisﬁed, then the
corresponding consistent tangent tensor can be simply computed
from (85) as
Dcons ¼ K 1 9Kab
h G
 
d d: ð107Þ
When the discretized form of (60) is violated, then the new stress
state lies on the smooth portion of the yield surface. In this case,
the stress update formulas (86) and (87) have to be used. According
to the deﬁnition (89), the consistent tangent tensor for this case can
be written as
Dcons ¼ a1De Deþ a2De dþ a3d Deþ a4d dþ a5T ; ð108Þ
where
a1 ¼ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
KGatrDe
hkDek3
; a2 ¼ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
KGa
hkDek ; ð109Þ
a3 ¼ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
KGb
hkDek ; a4 ¼ K 1
9Kab
h G
 
; ð110Þ
a5 ¼ 2G 1 Gh
 
 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
KGatrDe
hkDek : ð111Þ6. Numerical examples
In this section, two important aspects are considered, namely,
the special case when the stress state reaches the apex and the in-
verse solution, when the problem is given in stress-driven formu-
lation. The ﬁrst subsection demonstrates the regions in the input
parameters, where the stress solution can reach the apex, whereas(a)
(c)
Fig. 9. Illustration of the coordinatin the second subsection we have derived the inverse solution for
the stress-driven problem.
6.1. Linear strain increment needed to reach the apex
In the ﬁrst example, we consider an initial stress state which is
located on the smooth portion of the yield surface. Depending on
the input strain increment and the material parameters, the new
stress state can arrive to the apex of the cone surface. Thus, it is
obvious to examine this particular case substantially. In the follow-
ing, we will focus our attention to the situations, when the stress
solution, corresponding to a given linear strain increment, can
reach the apex.
We assume that the initial stress state at tn corresponds to the
elastic limit, and its principal stress components are deﬁned by
rn1 ¼ pn þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
Rn cos h; ð112Þ
r2n ¼ pn þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
Rn cos h 2p3
 
;
r3n ¼ pn þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
Rn cos hþ 2p3
 
;
where h is the Lode’s angle. The parameter Rn, using the yield con-
dition, can be expressed as the function of the pressure as follows
Rn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
kn  3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
apn: ð113Þ
In this case, the free parameters are the Lode’s angle, h and the pres-
sure pn. Note, that the initial stress state, given in an arbitrary coor-
dinate system, can be related to the principal stresses deﬁned
above.
The strain and trial elastic stress increments during the time
step Dt, can be deﬁned by(b)
(d)
e systems (t,m,n) and (t,d,h).
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3
trDed ð114Þ
and
Drtrial ¼ De : De ¼ 2GDeþ KtrDed; ð115Þ
while, their amplitudes can be expressed as(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Fig. 10. Values q/Rn required to reackDek ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kDek2 þ 1
3
trDeð Þ2
r
; ð116Þ
kDrtrialk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4G2kDek2 þ 3K2ðtrDeÞ2
q
: ð117ÞWe consider two orthogonal local coordinate systems (t,m,n) and
(t,h,d) with common origin which is located at the initial stressh the apex for given (t,m) pair.
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to the gradient of the yield and the plastic potential surfaces,
respectively. The unit vector m is located in the meridian of the
cone, whereas, the direction of the unit vector h is identical to the
hydrostatic axis. Finally, the vector t is orthogonal to the plane
spanned by the unit vectors n and m (or d and h). These are illus-
trated in Fig. 9.
The basis vectors of these systems, using the parameters a and
h, deﬁned by
tT ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p 2 sin h; sin hþ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
cos h; sin h
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
cos h
h i
; ð118Þ
mT ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 6a2p 1 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
a cos h;1þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
a cos h 3a sin h;
h
1þ 3a cos hþ 3a sin hp
i
; ð119Þ
nT ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 6a2p aþ
cos hﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ;a cos h
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p þ sin h
2
;a cos h
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p  sin h
2
 
:
ð120Þ
dT ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p 2 cos h;
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
sin h cos h;
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
sin h cos h
h i
; ð121Þ
hT ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ½1;1;1: ð122Þ
Now, deﬁne a vector, DS, associated with Drtrial in the coordinate
system (t,m,n) in the following form
DS ¼ qðcosx sin#t þ sinx sin#mþ cos#nÞ; ð123Þ
where q is the magnitude (q = kDSk = kDrtrialk), and
0 6 # < p
2
; p
2
6 x 6 p
2
: ð124Þ
Then, the same vector in the coordinate system (t,h,d) can be ex-
pressed as
DS ¼ 2GkDekðcoswndþ sinwntÞ þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
KtrDeh: ð125Þ
The parameters q, # andx can be related to the parameters 2GkDek,
3KtrDe and wn by the following relationships:Fig. 11. Values 2GkDek/Rn required to reach the apex for given (x,#) pair.2GkDek ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 6a2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cos2xþ
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
a sin# cos# sinx
 2r
; ð126Þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
KtrDe ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 6a2p
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
a cos#þ sin# sinx
 
; ð127Þ
coswn ¼
cos#
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
a sin# sinxﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cos2xþ
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
a sin# cos# sinx
 2r : ð128ÞNow, the new stress state at the end of the time interval
t 2 [tn, tn + Dt] associated to the given strain increment, using the
stress updating procedures (Case B), can be evaluated. It is very
important to emphasize that, the input set deﬁned above can be
used to describe the whole possible input strain increments.
Namely, the parameter ranges of # and x deﬁned in (124) cover
the region for which the new stress state belongs to plastic state.
Applying Eqs. (126)–(128), the stress update can be evaluated using
#, x and q as input parameters.
Fig. 10 illustrates the domain in the (t, m, n) coordinate sys-
tem, where the stress solution can reach the apex. The norm of
the required strain increment is also demonstrated by plotting
the contour lines of the ratio q/Rn over these domains. Four dif-
ferent G/h ratios are considered, while a ¼ 1ﬃﬃ
6
p tan 30. By observ-
ing the results, it can be clearly concluded that the greater the
value of G/h the larger the domain where the solution can reach
the apex. At the boundaries of these regions, where n– 0, q
must have inﬁnite value to reach the apex, whereas at the
boundaries where n = 0, the apex can be reached using ﬁnite val-
ues of q.
Another illustration can be seen in Fig. 11, where the value of
the ratio 2GkDek/Rn needed to reach the apex, is presented for a gi-
ven (x,#) pair. Each surface corresponds to a speciﬁc values of the
ratio G/h. Here, the case, when j = 30 is analyzed.
Finally, Fig. 12 demonstrates the evaluation of the ratio R/Rn in
terms of the input variable 2GkDek/Rn. Various direction of the in-
put vector DS are considered in cases when j = 15 and j = 45,
respectively. Where the ratio R/Rn becomes zero, denotes the spe-
cial scenario when the stress solution has reached the apex.
Finally, we note that the example presented here is a simple
illustration of the proposed method. Several aspects of the Druc-
ker–Prager model can be investigated using the technique applied
in this example.6.2. A non-proportional non-linear strain path
The second example demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed
method for a non-linear strain input. In order to create an error
analysis, it is necessary to know the exact stress solution for the gi-
ven non-linear strain input. When the load is given by a linear
(piecewise rectilinear) stress path in the stress space and linear
hardening materials are considered, the corresponding strain solu-
tion e(t) is generally non-linear. This e(t) solution can be obtained
analytically, since the inverse constitutive equation of the material
model under consideration can be integrated analytically. The ana-
lytical strain solution for constant stress rate input is given in the
following subsection.
In this example, we control the stress as input and the corre-
sponding exact strain solution is computed ﬁrst. Then, the strain
increment, obtained previously, is considered as strain input for
which the stress solution is computed with the method proposed
for the constant strain input case. Therefore, we have an approxi-
mate stress solution for the strain increment, which is constructed
from the non-linear strain solution obtained using constant stress
input.
(a) (b)
Fig. 13. Illustration of the input stress Dr.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 12. Variation of R/Rn in terms of the input parameter 2GkDek/Rn for particular orientation (x,#).
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with constant stress rate assumption
The inverse relation of constitutive Eq. (16) can be deﬁned by
_e ¼ Ce þ 1 P  Q
 
: _r; ð129ÞHwhere Ce ¼ ðDeÞ1 is the fourth-order elasticity compliance tensor.
The deviatoric and hydrostatic parts of the strain rate tensor are
_e ¼ 1
2G
_sþ ðs : _sÞ
2R2H sþ
atr _rﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
RH s ð130Þ
and
184 L. Szabó, A. Kossa / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 170–190tr _e ¼ 1
3K
þ 3abH
 
tr _rþ 3bðs : _sÞﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
RH : ð131Þ
When the stress rate, _r, is constant during the time step Dt, the
time function of the stress can be expressed in the time interval
t 2 [tn, tn + Dt] as(a) (
(c) (
(e) (
Fig. 14. Relative error EDr in terms of therðtÞ ¼ sðtÞ þ pðtÞd ¼ rn þ Dr ¼ sn þ Dsþ ðpn þ DpÞd; ð132Þ
where rn ¼ rðtnÞ; sn ¼ sðtnÞ; pn ¼ pðtnÞ; Dr ¼ _rt; Ds ¼ _st and Dp ¼
1
3 trDr ¼ 13 tr _rt. Furthermore, the following notations are
introduced:b)
d)
f)
angle un and the parameter kDsk/Rn.
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sn : Ds
RnkDsk ; ð133Þ
where un represents the angle deﬁned between the deviatoric
stress increment and the deviatoric stress at the initial state (see
Fig. 13).
Substituting r(t) deﬁned by (132) into (129), then integrating,
we obtain the formulas
trDe ¼ Dp
K
þ 3bﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
H DRþ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
aDp
 
ð134Þ
and
De ¼ Asn þ BDs; ð135Þ
where
A ¼ 1H
1
2
ln
R
Rn
 
þ 3aDpﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
kDsk ln
Rn cosun þ kDsk þ R
Rnð1þ cosunÞ
  !
; ð136Þ
B ¼ 1
2G
þ 1H
1
2
þ 3aDpDRﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
kDsk2
 !
 Rn
2HkDsk sinun arctan
kDsk sinun
Rn þ kDsk cosun
 
þ 2HA cosun
 
:
ð137Þ
The stress input Dr produces a plastic deformation if the condition
(@f/@r)n : Dr > 0 is satisﬁed. This requirement is fulﬁlled if
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Rn
sn þ ad
 
: Dr > 0) kDsk cosun þ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
aDp > 0: ð138Þ
The solution (135) for the deviatoric strain increment derived above
has singularity if cosun = 1 or kDsk = 0 or the nth state is located
at the apex. In these cases, the deviatoric part of the constitutive
relation (129) can be reduced to simpler forms. The solutions corre-
sponding to these special cases are presented in the followings.
In the particular case, when cosun = 1, the parameters A and B
reduce to the simpler forms
A ¼ kDsk  3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
aDp
2HkDsk ln
R
Rn
 
; ð139Þ
B ¼ 1
2G
þ 1H
1
2
 3aDpﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
kDsk
 !
þ RnkDskA: ð140Þ
For purely hydrostatic increment, i.e. kDsk = 0, the parameter A be-
comes A ¼ 3aDp=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
RnH
 
, while B = 0.
If the nth state is located at the apex, i.e. sn = 0, and Ds– 0, then
we can use the identity
s
ksk ¼
_s
k _sk ð141Þ
in the relation (129). Thus, the solution for parameter B in (135)
becomes
B ¼ 1
2G
þ 1
2Hþ
3aDpﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
HkDsk
 !
: ð142Þ
In the particular scenario, when the stress increment starts from the
apex and it is purely hydrostatic, i.e. Ds = 0, then it is assumed that
Q = ad and P = bd. Consequently, the incremental solution of (130)
reduces to De = 0.
6.2.2. A nonlinear strain path based on the constant stress rate solution
In the following, we consider a stress state rn located on the
smooth portion of the yield surface. As input parameter a stress
increment Dr is given. Here we consider stress increments, which
produce a new stress state located not in the apex. The exact strain
solution De is obtained using the analytical solutions (134) and(135). It must be noted that the strain rate _e is not constant over
Dt in this case. Therefore, the following relative error EDr can be
constructed:
EDr ¼ kDr
  Drk
kDrk  100½%; ð143Þ
where Dr⁄ denotes the stress increment calculated for the input De
using the solution method proposed for linear strain path input. The
error measure (143) can be represented efﬁciently in terms of the
orientation and the norm of Dr in the principal stress space. Let
the material parameters be the following:
E ¼ 60 MPa; m ¼ 0:25; H ¼ 30 MPa; a ¼ 0:3; b ¼ 0:15
ð144Þ
and the norm of the deviatoric stress at the initial state is
Rn = 1 MPa. Fig. 14 demonstrates the relative error measure (143)
in terms of kDsk, un and Dp.
These results give informative details about the accuracy of the
proposed method if we approximate the nonlinear strain input
with constant strain-rate.
The accuracies of various numerical integration techniques in
this example could also be demonstrated. Since this article is
mainly focused on the presentation of the novel exact solution
methods, we have not made an attempt to provide a complete
comparison of the accuracies of the widely used numerical
schemes.7. Conclusion
In the present contribution, the exact stress solution of the non-
associative Drucker–Prager elastic–plastic model with linear iso-
tropic hardening has been derived. The solution has been obtained
under small strain plasticity theory and it is restricted to constant
strain rate input. The evolution of the angle deﬁned between the
deviatoric strain increment and the deviatoric stress has been ob-
tained utilizing the incomplete beta function. Based on this solu-
tion, the deviatoric stress was presented as a linear combination
of the deviatoric strain rate and the initial deviatoric stress,
whereas the hydrostatic part of the total stress was obtained in a
fully analytical integration manner. Since the numerical calcula-
tion requires the inversion of the incomplete beta function, the
new stress solution, given in implicit form, is regarded as a semi-
analytical one. Besides the general case, when the stress state is lo-
cated on the smooth portion of the yield surface, the stress solution
for the apex problem is also provided. Moreover, the complete dis-
cretized stress update algorithm including all the special cases is
given. In addition, the corresponding algorithmically consistent
tensors are derived for all possible cases including the special sce-
nario when the apex has been reached. Two numerical test exam-
ples have been investigated in order to clarify some of the main
features of the material model considered under particular loading
cases. The second example required the derivation of the analytical
strain solution corresponding to stress-driven problems assuming
constant stress rate input. This new solution has also been ob-
tained and presented in this paper. The solution method proposed
in this article, can be extended to the combined hardening case for
the Drucker–Prager material model. Furthermore, it is applicable
for material model, where the non-linear characteristic of the
hardening curve is approximated with piecewise linear segments.
In this case, the strain increment has to be divided into subincre-
ments as it was demonstrated for the von Mises elastic–plastic
model by Szabó (2009).
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Appendix A. Comments on material parameters and the
equivalent plastic strain
Below we summarize some linear isotropic hardening models.
Model 1: The function k(c) deﬁned by (7) may be related to the
uniaxial stress-plastic strain curve as (Chen and Han,
1988)  
kðcÞ ¼ aþ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p rðepÞ; ðA:1Þ
where rðepÞ is the hardening curve, which, in the case of
linear hardening, given byrðepÞ ¼ r0 þ Hep: ðA:2Þ
Here r0 is the initial yield stress, ep is the equivalent (or
accumulated) plastic strain, and H is the constant plastic
hardening modulus.
The rate of the equivalent plastic strain can be expressed
by_ep ¼ f _k ðA:3Þ
and hence, ep = fc, where the constant parameter f is de-
ﬁned by one of the following two alternative forms8
f :¼
bþ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ;ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
3
þ 2b2
r
:
>><
>>:
ðA:4Þ
In the ﬁrst case, in the uniaxial tension test ep coincides
with the longitudinal plastic strain (see e.g. Lubarda
et al. (1996)). In the second case, the rate of the equiva-
lent plastic strain, _ep is proportional to the norm of the
plastic strain rate tensor _ep ¼
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
k _epk (see e.g. Chen and
Han (1988) and Ottosen and Ristinmaa (2005)). It follows
that the relation between H and H is given by
H ¼ aþ 1ﬃﬃ
3
p
 
fH.Model 2: To describe the isotropic hardening in the Drucker–
Prager model, de Souza Neto et al. (2009) proposed the
following deﬁnition for the accumulated plastic strain:_ep ¼ n _k; ðA:5Þ
where n is a constant input material parameter.
In this case, the yield and the plastic potential function
are given by the expressionsf ðr; cÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Rþ gp ncð _epÞ 6 0; gðr; cÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Rþ gp;
ðA:6Þ
where g and g are two material constants, and cð _epÞ is the
cohesion which a generic nonlinear function of the accu-
mulated plastic strain.
It should be noted that this model can be easily con-
nected to Model 1 by setting n! f; g! 3a; g! 3b;
and ncð _epÞ ! kðcÞ.Model 3: For the parameter f, there is an other deﬁnition which
based on the rate of the plastic work (see Chen and
Han (1988)):_Wp ¼ r : _ep ¼ r _ep: ðA:7Þ
In view of (8) and (9) and (A.3), the rate of plastic work
can be expressed in the following two forms:_Wp ¼ r : _ep ¼ _kr : @g
@r
¼ _kg and _Wp ¼ r _ep ¼ _krf;
ðA:8Þ
which yields the relation f ¼ g=r. However, in this case,
the parameter f and, consequently, h deﬁned by (14)
are not constants. Thus, because of our analytical solution
presented in this paper based on the constant h assump-
tion, only the possibilities described by (A.4) can be
considered.Model 4: An alternative approach to deﬁne the plastic hardening
modulus, H, introduced by Regueiro (1998) and Regue-
iro and Borja (1999), is presented in this paragraph.
Deﬁne the volumetric and deviatoric components of the
effective plastic strain by the expressionsﬃﬃﬃr
_epv ¼ tr _ep; _ep ¼
2
3
k _epk; ðA:9Þ
where _ep ¼ _ep  13 _epvd is the deviatoric part of the plastic
strain rate tensor.
By using these quantities, we deﬁne a strain-like vector of
the plastic internal variables as gT ¼ _epv ; _ep½ . The evolution
equation for g is deﬁned by_g ¼ _k @gðr; sÞ
@s
; ðA:10Þ
where sT = [sv,sd] is a stress-like vector of the plastic
internal variables characterizing the hardening response
of the material, and g(r,s) is the plastic potential func-
tion.
The constitutive equation for these energy conjugate
variables g and s can be expressed ass ¼  @Wðe
e;gÞ
@g
; ðA:11Þ
where W(ee,g) is the stored energy density function. The
rate form of Eq. (A.11) is given by_s ¼  @
2Wðee;gÞ
@g@g
: _g ¼ H : _g: ðA:12Þ
Here the second-order tensor H is the tangential plastic
modulus matrix.
Proceedings as in Section 2, the plastic multiplier, using
the plastic consistency condition with (1), (2), (9),
(A.10) and (A.12), takes the form_k ¼
@f ðr; sÞ
@r
: De : _e
@f ðr; sÞ
@r
: De :
@gðr; sÞ
@r
þH
; ðA:13Þ
where the plastic hardening modulus, H, is deﬁned asH ¼ @f
@s
H  @g
@s
: ðA:14Þ
In what follows, we assume linear elasticity and linear
hardening. Accordingly, the stored energy density func-
tion is formulated in a quadratic form asWðee;gÞ ¼ 1
2
ee : De : ee þ 1
2
g : H : g: ðA:15Þ
Here the constant tangential plastic modulus matrix H is
deﬁned by (see Regueiro (1998))
Fig. B.1. Co
plane (V,G/h
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0 0
0 H0
 
; ðA:16Þ
where K0 and H0 are the constant bulk and shear harden-
ing/softening moduli, respectively.
In addition, the function k(c) now replaced by k(s), and
the yield and the plastic potential function are redeﬁned
asf ðr; sÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Rþ 3ap kðsÞ 6 0;
gðr; sÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Rþ 3bp kðsÞ: ðA:17Þ
Note that here an associative hardening model is consid-
ered @f
@s ¼ @g@s
 
.
Now we consider the function k(s) in the simple formkðsÞ ¼ k0 þ kvsv þ kdsd; ðA:18Þ
where kv and kd are constant parameters.
Combining (A.7), (A.10), (A.17), and (10), we ﬁnd that" #
_g ¼ _k @gðr; sÞ
@s
¼ _e
p
v
_ep
 
¼  _k kv
kd
 
¼ _k
3b
1ﬃﬃ
3
p : ðA:19Þ
From (A.19) we may conclude that kv = 3b and kd ¼  1ﬃﬃ3p ,
and then the plastic hardening modulusH takes the formH ¼ 9b2K 0 þ 1
3
H0: ðA:20ÞModel 5: The yield and the plastic potential function are deﬁned
by Lubarda (2002) in the following form:f ðr; kÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Rþ 3ap kð#Þ 6 0;
gðr; kÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Rþ 3bp kð#Þ; ðA:21Þ
where k(#) is the shear yield stress and is taken as a func-
tion of the generalized shear plastic strain #.In this model, the plastic hardening depends only on the
deviatoric part of the plastic strain, that isZ
_# ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
k _epk; # ¼
t
0
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
k _epkdt: ðA:22Þntour lines representing negative integer values of parameter a in the
).Then the plastic multiplier coincides with _#, and the volu-
metric part of the equivalent plastic strain is expressed as_epv ¼ tr _ep ¼ b _#: ðA:23ÞHere, the plastic hardening modulus, hp, is deﬁned byhp ¼ dk
d#
: ðA:24ÞThen, from expressions (A.22) and (A.24), we can conclude
that H ¼ hp.
Appendix B. Calculation of incomplete beta function for special
values of parameters a and b
When the parameter a equals to zero or to a negative integer,
moreover the parameter b is zero or equals to 1, the incomplete
beta function in the solution of (33) has a singularity. These param-
eter lines are shown in Fig. B.1.
To overcome these problems, we use the method proposed by
Özçag et al. (2008) and Özçag (2010).
Case 1. (a 2 [0,1,2,3, . . .] and b– 0, 1)
When the parameter a equals to zero and b– 0, 1, the
incomplete beta function is deﬁned by 
B½x;0; b  B0½x; b ¼  ð1 xÞ
b
b
 ð1 xÞ
b
ðx 1Þb
B
1
x
;b; bþ 1 :
ðB:1Þ
Moreover, if a 2 [1,2,3, . . .] and b– 0, 1, we have a
recursive formulaB½x;k; b  Bk½x; b ¼ ð1Þ
kC½b
kk!C½b k 
ð1 xÞb1xk
k
 ðb 1Þ
k
Bk1½x; b 1; ðB:2Þ
where k ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ðk 2 NÞ.
For a 2 [0,1,2,3, . . .], the integration corresponding
to (32), using the functions (B.1) and (B.2), reduces to   4Gk _ekðt tnÞ
Rn sin
2b 1
2wn cos
2k 1
2wn
¼Bk cos2 12w;b Bk cos
2 1
2
wn;b ;
ðB:3Þ
where k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .Case 2. (a– [0,1,2,3, . . .], a < 0 and b = 1) 
4Gk _ekðt  tnÞ
Rn sin
2 1
2wn cos
2a 1
2wn
¼ 1
a
cos2a
1
2
w cos2a 1
2
wn :
ðB:4Þ
Note that in this case, an explicit expression for w(t) may
be obtained.Case 3. (a = 0 and b = 0)
When a = 0 and b = 0 the model reduces to the elastic-
perfectly plastic von Mises model. For this case, the
incomplete beta function becomesB½x;0;0 ¼ ln x
1 x : ðB:5ÞIn this case, Eq. (33) simpliﬁes to
2Gk _ekðt  tnÞ
Rn
¼ ln tan
1
2wn
tan 12w
; ðB:6Þ
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tan
1
2
w ¼ tan1
2
wn exp 
2Gk _ekðt  tnÞ
Rn
: ðB:7ÞThis formula was found by Krieg and Krieg (1977).
Appendix C. Detailed derivation steps for the consistent tangent
tensor
This appendix is devoted to present the main derivation steps of
the construction of the consistent tangent tensor for different
cases. For simplicity of the presentation we denote by 	,De the
derivative of the quantity 	 with respect to De.
C.1. General loading case
C.1.1. Without reaching the apex
The derivative of the parameters V, a and b, respectively, are
V ;De ¼ VtrDe d
V
kDek2 De; ðC:1Þ
a;De ¼ a b2
1
trDe
d 1
kDek2
De
 !
; ðC:2Þ
b;De ¼ b a2
1
trDe
d 1
kDek2
De
 !
: ðC:3Þ
The quantity c,De can be obtained using the yield function written at
the contact point. Thus, we have
c;De ¼  cðcoswc þ VÞ
1
RckDek sc þ
V
trDe
d
 
: ðC:4Þ
Having expression (C.4) in hand, we can calculate the following
derivatives:
sc;De ¼ 2GcT  2GcRckDekðcoswc þ VÞ
De sc  2GcVtrDeðcoswc þ VÞ
De d;
ðC:5Þ
Rc;De ¼ 2GcVðcoswc þ VÞ
1
Rc
sc  kDek coswctrDe d
 
; ðC:6Þ
pc;De ¼ 
Kc
coswc þ V
trDe
RckDek sc  coswcd
 
: ðC:7Þ
The derivative of the angle wc deﬁned at the contact point is given
by the relation
wc;De ¼ C1sc þ C2Deþ C3d; ðC:8Þ
where
C1 ¼ 2Gcð1þ V coswcÞ
R2c sinwcðcoswc þ VÞ
 1
Rc sinwckDek
; ðC:9Þ
C2 ¼ Rc coswc  2GckDek
Rc sinwckDek2
; ðC:10Þ
C3 ¼ 2GcVkDek sin
2 wc
RctrDe sinwcðcoswc þ VÞ
: ðC:11Þ
It is useful to introduce the following parameters:
~ac ¼
@B cos2 wc2 ; a; b
 
@a
; ~anþ1 ¼
@B cos2 wnþ12 ; a; b
 
@a
; ðC:12Þ
~bc ¼
@B cos2 wc2 ; a; b
 
@b
; ~bnþ1 ¼
@B cos2 wnþ12 ; a; b
 
@b
: ðC:13Þ
These quantities are calculated as
~ac ¼ B cos2 wc2 ; a; b
 
ln cos2
wc
2
 
 cos
2a wc
2
a2 3
F2 a; a;1 b; aþ 1; aþ 1; cos2 wc2
 
; ðC:14Þ~anþ1 ¼ B cos2 wnþ12 ; a; b
 
ln cos2
wnþ1
2
 
 cos
2a wnþ1
2
a2 3
F2 a; a;1 b; aþ 1; aþ 1; cos2 wnþ12
 
; ðC:15Þ
~bc ¼
sin2b wc2
b2
3F2 1 a; b; b;1þ b;1þ b; sin2 wc2
 
 B sin2 wc
2
; b; a
 
ln sin2
wc
2
 
þ Bða; bÞðWðbÞ Wðaþ bÞÞ;
ðC:16Þ
~bnþ1 ¼
sin2b wnþ12
b2
3F2 1 a; b; b;1þ b;1þ b; sin2 wnþ12
 
 B sin2 wnþ1
2
; b; a
 
ln sin2
wnþ1
2
 
þ Bða; bÞðWðbÞ Wðaþ bÞÞ; ðC:17Þ
where 3F2(	,	,	;	,	;	) denotes the generalized hypergeometric
function (see Wolfram Research Inc. (2005), Generalized hypergeo-
metric function. http://functions.wolfram.com/PDF/Hypergeomet-
ric0F0.pdf.), whereas W(	) is the digamma function (see Wolfram
Research Inc. (2005), Digamma function. http://functions.wol
fram.com/PDF/PolyGamma.pdf).
The derivative of the ﬁnal angle wn+1 can be obtained using the
expression (68). After a length, otherwise straightforward algebraic
manipulation it can be given by
wnþ1;De ¼ D1sc þ D2Deþ D3d; ðC:18Þ
where
D1 ¼ 2Gcð2GkDekð1 cÞV  RcÞ sinwnþ1
Rnþ1R
2
c ðV þ coswcÞ
þ C1 sinwnþ1
Rnþ1 sinwc
ð2GkDekð1 cÞða b ðaþ bÞ coswcÞ þ RcÞ;
ðC:19Þ
D2 ¼ sinwnþ1ðb aÞð
~anþ1  ~ac  ~bnþ1 þ ~bcÞ
4kDek2 cos2a wnþ12
 
sin2b wnþ12
 
þ C2 sinwnþ1ð2GkDekð1 cÞða bÞ þ RcÞ
Rnþ1 sinwc
 2Gð1 cÞ sinwnþ1
Rnþ1kDek 1þ
C2kDek2ðaþ bÞ
tanwc
þ ða bÞ ln tanwc
2
  !
;
ðC:20Þ
D3 ¼ sinwnþ1ða bÞð
~anþ1  ~ac  ~bnþ1 þ ~bcÞ
4trDe cos2a wnþ12
 
sin2b wnþ12
 
 2ckDekGVðRc þ 2GkDekð1 cÞ coswcÞ sinwnþ1
Rnþ1RctrDeðV þ coswcÞ
þ 2kDekG sinwnþ1ð1 cÞða bÞ ln tan
wc
2
 
Rnþ1trDe
þ 2kDekGð1 cÞC3ðaþ bÞ sinwnþ1 sinwc
Rnþ1ðV þ coswcÞ
 2kDekGð1 cÞC3 sinwnþ1
Rnþ1ðV þ coswcÞ
ð1 VÞa tanwc
2
þ ð1þ VÞb
tan wc2
 !
þ C3Rc sinwnþ1
Rnþ1ðV þ coswcÞ
1
tanwc
þ V
sinwc
 
:
ðC:21Þ
Once the derivatives of the initial and the ﬁnal angles are derived,
the quantity Sn+1,De can be obtained:
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where
S1 ¼ D1n1 þ C1n2 þ 2GcVRnþ1
R2c ðV þ coswcÞ
; ðC:23Þ
S2 ¼ D2n1 þ C2n2  n3kDek2
; ðC:24Þ
S3 ¼ D3n1 þ C3n2 þ n3trDe
2GkDekcVRnþ1 coswc
RctrDeðV þ coswcÞ
; ðC:25Þ
n1 ¼ Rnþ1 b aþ ðaþ bÞ coswnþ1sinwnþ1
; ðC:26Þ
n2 ¼ Rnþ1 a tanwc2 
b
tan wc2
 !
; ðC:27Þ
n3 ¼ Rnþ1ða bÞ ln
tan wc2
tan wnþ12
 !
: ðC:28Þ
The stress update formula for the deviatoric stress, using (72), can
be written as
snþ1 ¼ Assc þ Bsð1 cÞDe; ðC:29Þ
where
As ¼ Rnþ1 sinwnþ1Rc sinwc
; Bs ¼ Rnþ1 sinðwc  wnþ1Þð1 cÞkDek sinwc
: ðC:30Þ
The derivatives of parameters As and Bs are
As;De ¼ a1sc þ a2Deþ a3d; ðC:31Þ
Bs;De ¼ a41 c þ
c Bs  2GAsð Þ
SckDekð1 cÞðcoswc þ VÞ
 
sc
þ a5
1 c
 
De
a6
1 c 
cVðBs  2GAsÞ
trDeð1 cÞðcoswc þ VÞ
 
d: ðC:32Þ
Furthermore, the derivative of the pressure at the end of the incre-
ment, using (71), is given by
pnþ1;De ¼ a8sc þ a9Deþ a10d: ðC:33Þ
The consistent tangent tensor can be obtained by substituting the
derivatives above into (89) yielding the expression (90).
C.1.2. Reaching the apex
If the initial state is located in the elastic domain, and the
stress path in the increment reaches the apex, then the new
stress state cannot leave the apex. This statement is clearly fol-
lows from the discretized counterpart of the condition (60). Thus,
in this particular case, the consistent tangent tensor is simply
computed as
Dcons ¼ @pnþ1
@De
; ðC:34Þ
where pn+1 is computed according to (85)2 using the modiﬁed strain
increment (1  c) (1  ca)De. Furthermore the nth state in expres-
sion (85)2 corresponds to the stress state when the stress solution,
starting from the contact point, has just reached the apex. This pres-
sure can be calculated using (71). Consequently, the stress update
formula for the pressure reduces to
pnþ1 ¼ pc þ ð1 cÞKtrDe 1
9Kab
h G
 
þ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
bK
2ðh GÞRc: ðC:35Þ
After simpliﬁcation the consistent tangent tensor for this case
becomes
Dcons ¼ K 1 9Kab
 
d d: ðC:36Þ
h GC.2. Deviatoric radial loading
C.2.1. Without reaching the apex
In case of deviatoric radial loading, the derivatives of parame-
ters c, sc, Rc, pc are calculated by replacing the term coswc with
parameter q in expressions (C.4)–(C.7), respectively. The derivative
of the parameter Rn+1, using (74), is computed as
Rnþ1;De ¼ 2Gc h Gð ÞRch sc þ
2Gð1 cÞðh GÞq
kDekh Deþ 
3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
KGa
h
 !
d:
ðC:37Þ
Substituting these derivatives into the derivative of the ﬁnal stress
computed with (74) and (75) yields the consistent tangent tensor
given by (102).
C.2.2. Reaching the apex
When the increment produces stress path that reaches the apex,
then the stress update formula for the pressure will be the same as
in the case of general loading case. Consequently, the consistent
tangent tensor in this particular case is given by (C.36).References
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